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Choose your 
IP strategy

Developing the best intellectual property strategy is a challenge, 
but also a crucial success factor for many startups. A good starting 
point for developing a strategy is to consider when you expect your 
product or service to enter the market. 
To help you with formulating your strategy based on your time to 
market entry we have developed the flowchart below. Using this 
flowchart you can get an indication of the priorities you should set. 
If you are unsure about when you will be ready for market entry, 
consider the following:

—> Work and time you have already spent on your idea
—> Whether you are considerably faster or considerably slower 
than your competitors (because you have more or less resources 
available)
—> If you want to license to others, you should always be aware that 
in most cases licensing requires defendable intellectual property.
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When will you
be ready for
market entry?

If yes, 
prioritise:
1. working contracts and licenses
2. brand, tradenames and domains
3. copyrights
4. your long-term requirements

If yes, 
prioritise:
1. checking freedom to operate FTO
2. how to ensure know-how retention
3. brand, tradenames and domains
4. long term: speed or protection?

Do you intend to cooperate with others 
(e.g. industry partners, colleagues)?

Do you intend to market your product/
service yourself or license it to others?

If you are independent, 
prioritise:
1. brand, tradenames and domains
2. how to stay ahead of competition
3. Setting up employee agreements
4. your long-term requirements

If you are independent, 
prioritise:
1. licensing requires IP: know & protect
your freedom to operate (FTO)
2. license and cooperation contracts
3. employee agreements

Choose your 
IP strategy

today   —>

6 months  —>

12 months  —>

18 months  —>

24 months  —>

later   —>
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